
Builders - Give Homeowners Comfort
Throughout the Home, In Every Season
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365Comfort

Modern, touchscreen thermostat

Optional WiFi Thermostat for a 
connected home

Airflow control provides a uniformly 
comfortable home at the lowest 
installed cost compared to zoning

Energy saving features

365Comfort
D y n a m i c A i r f l o w C o n t r o l

eControls



Saves 30% in energy at night by automatically 
directing more conditioned airflow to the sleeping 
space and less to the unoccupied living space. 

Energy Savings

A Connected Home
Optional WiFi thermostat provides remote access 
from anywhere.

In two-story homes, during the cooling season the 
upstairs is too hot and during the heating season, the 
downstairs is too cold.

The Comfort Problem

The C365T thermostat monitors the downstairs and 
upstairs temperatures. If there is a difference in 
temperature, the thermostat will automatically direct 
more conditioned airflow to the space that needs it. 
When airflow is increased upstairs, the upstairs 
damper remains fully open while the downstairs 
damper partially closes, forcing more airflow upstairs. 
When airflow is increased downstairs, the downstairs 
damper remains fully open while the upstairs damper 
partially closes, forcing more airflow downstairs.

How the C365T Solves the Problem

Fewer wires to connect compared to zoning - equals 
fewer wiring errors. Eliminates installing bypass duct 
and damper or setting closed position on non-calling 
zone dampers.

Simple Installation

Specifications

Saves energy during heating by directing more airflow 
downstairs and satisfying the heating call sooner.

Wi Fi

Airflow can be increased to the upstairs or downstairs 
by as much as 50%. The dampers never fully close 
and the airflow through the equipment remains 
unchanged, eliminating the need for bypass.

Airflow Range
Direct 50% more airflow to the upstairs or downstairs. Airflow Through the Equipment

Airflow through the equipment remains unchanged.

Damper
Modulating damper. Round or rectangular. Unsealed for 
maximum airflow. 3-Wire connection. Dampers are powered by 
the thermostat.

Bypass
No bypass is required. The dampers never fully close.

Airflow Control
Automatic or Manual. Airflow control can be turned off when the 
thermostat is only controlling equipment.

Compatible Equipment
C365T11 - G/E equipment with 1H/1C.
C365T21 and C365T21WF - G/E equipment with 2H/1C or 
1H/2C and heat pumps with 2H/2C.

Thermostat System Modes
Off, Heat, Cool and Auto.

The homeowner can select automatic or manual 
airflow control. In automatic airflow control, the 
thermostat directs airflow to where it’s needed. In 
manual airflow control, the homeowner directs airflow 
to where it’s desired.

Airflow Options

Thermostat Operation Modes

Power

Hold, Schedule or Vacant.

24VAC power from the equipment using R and C terminals. 

Programs Per Day / Format

Optional WiFi 

Morning, Day, Evening, Night. Weekdays and Weekend 5/2

Optional WiFi version, C365T21WF, plugs onto same subbase 
for easy upgrade - no additional wiring.

Nighttime Energy Savings
Automatically directs 30% more airflow upstairs and uses the 
sensor in the sleeping space to control equipment calls.

Heating Energy Savings
Directs more heated airflow downstairs and satisfies the heating 
call sooner.
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